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I Introduction
A major issue facing the world economic system is the extent to which radical global change is
both creating and foreclosing opportunities for poorer developing countries to facilitate the
accumulation of technological capabilities. It is an issue that received renewed attention because
of the need to increase the application of environmentally-sound technologies as part of the
implementation of the recommendations of the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment
and Development (UNCED) held in Rio de Janeiro, particularly in relation to implementation of
the technology-related provisions of the United Nations Framework Conventions on Climate
Change and on Biological Diversity, both signed in 1992 during UNCED. More recently it has
been given central place by the UNDP (2000) in its latest Human Development Report.
Perceptions that poorer countries, especially those of Africa, could take advantage of such
emerging technologies, and hence bypass the polluting vintages used by the older countries, has
added to this interest, especially given risks of growing technological marginalisation in a large
section of the developing world. As UNCTAD pointed out "Since new and emerging
technologies increasingly affect the volume, composition and direction of world trade, countries
that are unable to gain access to these new technologies, and successfully absorb them, will find
themselves progressively disengaged from the global economy."i
But what do we mean by technological capabilities? How can they be defined? And, most
importantly, how can governments operationalise the concept in policy terms? What guidance can
we provide for the policy maker that will ensure that genuine technological development actually
takes place in those countries that so desperately need it? The aim of this paper is to throw some
light on these questions by attempting to identify the key factors (associated with technological
capability) which influence the capacity of LDCs to undergo rapid technological development, a
process that may result in "catching up" with aspects of economic performance in the older
industrialised countries. We shall argue that such technological catch-up is closely linked to
traditional decision variables such as the rate at which a country invests in human capital, invests
in new technology, formulates long-term economic transformation goals, and establishes relevant
institutions to implement policies. More important, however, is our perception that technological
development is a systemic phenomenon in which the component parts of the economic system
evolve alongside each other, and therefore for which policy interventions need to be similarly
viewed. It follows that unless interventions take place within a systemic policy framework the
results are likely to be less than completely successful.
Moreover, the notion of a system is also closely associated with ideas of complexity and
dynamism, since economic systems are never static but on the contrary, continue to evolve in
ways that are only partially predictable on the part of the analyst who wishes to interveneii. It
follows that policy interventions (at least those that are concerned with technological
development) should not only be systemic in nature, they should also be such as to allow
continued monitoring and revision on the part of relevant stakeholders, which in turn probably
means that a "network" perspective is also a necessary condition for successful policy making.
What all this adds up to is the proposition that policy interventions in this area cannot be viewed
in traditionally "technological" terms but instead need to be seen in a wider perspective. The
objective of this paper is to provide some pointers to what such a perspective might be. This
paper is divided into four sections. Section I assesses the changing understanding of the
relationships between technological change and economic growth. It also deals with the early
ideas that shaped technical assistance policies. The second section outlines some of the main
features of the accumulation of technological capacity and examines the dynamical nature of the
process. Section 3 examines the sources of technological catch-up and the last section identifies
three entry points into a new or emerging techno-economic paradigm. In the concluding section
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we emphasise finally that donor bodies ought also to take these perspectives on board and in so
doing begin to think imaginatively about building technological capacity in the Third World.
II Technological Change And Economic Growth
Technology in international trade: towards non-linear approaches
Much of the literature on technology development has conventionally adopted a linear approachiii.
The general understanding has been that technological development is a slow and cumulative
process that involves the movement of knowledge from one part of the world to another in a
distinctive step-by-step approach. This linear view of technological development was
accompanied by the mechanistic and static outlook of much of economic theory. The outcome of
the combined views of technology and economic theory gave rise to policy approaches that failed
to recognise the dynamical aspects of technological development. Either technology was equated
with the supply of machinery or was reduced to monetary units. The fact that technological
development is part of a wider process of socio-cultural evolution was recognised only by a small
sector of those interested in development. Often socio-economic factors were invoked to explain
failed development projects, but not in the planning of new ones. Socio-cultural factors are still
viewed as potential obstacles to technological development even though they themselves embody
a set of technological solutions to local problems.
The application of these ideas to the developing countries took a number of different forms,
including the mistaken belief that the mere transfer of technology defined in a narrow sense
would enable developing countries to leap across the centuries and repeat the industrial
revolution. It was with this false hope that the United Nations Conference on the Application of
Science and Technology for the Benefit of Less Developed Areas was held in Geneva in 1963.iv It
was believed then that the developing countries could benefit from the experiences of the
industrialised countries and that there were no vested interests to undermine the success of such
countries in assimilating imported technology. It was also against this background that interest
grew in technical assistance programmes supported through official development assistance.
Indeed, there was a seeming relationship between technological advancement in the industrialised
countries and the absence of extreme forms of poverty. Much hope was therefore placed on using
technology as embodied in development projects to reduce poverty in the poorer countries. What
was missed, however, was the simple fact that the reconstruction of Europe build on a wellestablished human capital base which could not only assimilate any imported technology, but was
still at the frontier of technological innovation. Furthermore, most of the technological options
available to Europe at the time were originally part of western culture and therefore were easily
re-introduced in the region. The war also helped to eliminate obsolete technological vintages and
create new opportunities for the use of more efficient technologies, which raise the per capita
productivity of workers.
Much policy-making on development assistance was driven by compassion for the suffering and
social justice but was not accompanied by a detailed understanding of the sources of economic
growth. Rather attention was given to the symptoms of low levels of economic productivity in the
poorer countries.v The sum total of such symptoms is poverty. Much attention was paid to
studying poverty and trying to understand its various manifestations instead of focussing on
raising productivity. One of the implications of this subtle misdirection of effort was the failure of
development assistance to recognise the importance of private sector institutions in economic
transformation in general, and in technological development in particular. Policies on technology
development were greatly influenced by static comparative advantage models, which ascribed to
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developing countries the role of raw material producers and to the industrialised countries the
function of exporting manufactured goods. This partly explains the emphasis donors place on
rural development. These approaches were subsequently accompanied by linear and gradualist
models of the diffusion of technologies as products. The initial views held that technologies in the
form of products were first developed for domestic markets and they later diffused to regions at
similar stages of development.vi
The most robust presentation of the linear model of technology transfer emerged in the mid-1960s
in the form of the product cycle theory.vii According to this approach, new products are developed
in the industrialised countries with high per capital incomes, high labour costs relative to capital
and large domestic markets. A product goes through three stages: market entry; maturation and
standardisation. After its introduction, other industrialised countries join in; first by importing it
and then by producing it locally. It is not after the product is standardised that the developing
countries start producing it. During standardisation, products are modified to suit the predominant
The product cycle theory ignored the fact that
factor prices in the developing countries.viii
the notion of product maturity only held where rates of technological innovation and product
improvement were slow. In situations where firms use technological innovation as a tool for
competitiveness, products undergo the process of "de-maturation". Incessant technological
innovation and the introduction of new design concepts, accompanied by changes in the market
environment, create conditions of de-maturation. "By its very nature, epochal or disruptive
innovation whatever its degree of technical novelty makes obsolete existing capital equipment,
labour skills, materials, components, management expertise, and organisational capabilities. It
destroys the value of present competence in various aspects of production and may alter the
relative positions of competitors, attract new entrants into an industry, or even redraw an
industry's competitive boundaries."ix The standardisation of design concepts, which is the basis of
industrial maturity, makes firms more vulnerable to changes in technology, market preferences
and relative prices.x Where changes in the external environmental are trivial, mature firms may
adapt by introducing incremental innovations, but where they are substantial, "they are thrown
back on a new learning process and thus brought face-to-face with the threat of de-maturity."xi
This process of de-maturation is part of the continuous re-organisation of the global economic
system that creates new techno-economic paradigms.xii
The catch-up hypothesis
The notion of catching up has its antecedents in historical studies on the industrial transformation
of countries such as the Germany, the US and Japan. More recent studies have focussed on the
newly industrialising countries (NICs) of Asia and Latin America. The process of "catching up"
is often associated with technological imitation and is linked to pursuing the same path of
development. Technological imitation serves a more complex function than simply pursuing the
same path of development as that of the more industrialised countries. It involves a critical stage
in the process of learning to industrialise and should be seen in that context. In the case of Japan,
technological imitation involved recycling traditional ideas (sairiyo), exploring new ideas
(tansaku), nurturing creativity (ikusei), generating breakthroughs (hassoo) and refining existing
ideas (kaizen).xiii Catching up does not necessarily need to be viewed in a linear and
unidirectional way. "As long as technology is understood as a cumulative unidirectional process,
development will be seen as a race along a fixed track, where catching up will be merely a
question of relative speed. Speed is no doubt a relevant aspect, but history is full of examples of
how successful overtaking has been primarily based on running in a new direction."xiv Indeed, in
new fields such as biotechnology, the developing countries are making efforts to move to the
scientific frontiers but they plan to apply the acquired knowledge in developing products that are
more relevant to local needs.
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There is a counter-intuitive aspect of the catch-up hypothesis which suggests that the further back
a country is in technological development, the faster it is likely to catch up. "[T]he larger the
technological and, therefore, the productivity gap between the leader and the follower, the
stronger the follower's potential for growth in productivity; and, other things being equal, the
faster one expects the follower's growth rate to be. Followers tend to catch up faster if they are
initially backward."xv The explanation for this paradoxical suggestion has to do with the level of
technology embodied in a country's capital stock. New introductions of capital stock embody
relatively more productivity potential in less developed countries than in more industrialised
ones. "When a leader discards old stock and replaces it, the accompanying productivity increase
is governed and limited by the advance of knowledge between the time when the old capital was
installed and the time it is replaced. Those . . . behind, however, have the potential to make a
larger leap. New capital can embody the frontier of knowledge, but the capital it replaces was
technological superannuated."xvi In other words, the economic gap between nations can also be
seen as a measure of the backlog of technological opportunities that can be exploited by the poor
countries.xvii
Expectedly, the catch-up pace decreases and the follower approaches the leader. This is mainly
because the possibility for replacing superannuated technologies with best-practice technologies
reduces with time. This also explains why followers start investing in basic research as they
approach the leading countries, thereby reducing their dependence on imported technologies to
maintain their competitiveness. The game of catching up is often played at the national level and
relying on the effectiveness of the so-called national systems of innovation, described as the
"network of institutions in the public and private sectors whose activities and interactions initiate,
import, modify and diffuse new technologies".xviii The most essential aspect of the catching-up
process is the rate at which a follower is able to undertake technological imitation. It is through
such imitation that a country learns to industrialise. Such imitation requires conscious and policyguided efforts by the imitating countries. The rate of imitation is greatly influenced by existing
technological capabilities, policies and institutional arrangements. This learning process,
however, is also influenced by the nature of technological systems, the structure of the market for
the technology and international trading rules. Also important is the emergence of competing
technological options.
Catch-up and sequential development
While catching up refers mainly to the process of technological and economic competitiveness,
“catch-up” relates mainly to the speed at which catching up is done. Of particular relevance are
the stages that a country goes through to master certain technologies. The notion of catch-up deals
mainly with the ability of a country to increase the rate of catching up or to omit certain stages of
technology development. Interest in the time-dependent aspects of technological catch-up is
emerging as a result of the frustration over the slow rate at which countries or firms assimilate or
master imported technology. Part of the concern is associated with the fact that time and
sequencing are often confused. As a result, reference to the cumulative aspects of technological
development are mistaken as the slow rate at which countries accumulate basic technological
competence. Furthermore, sequencing is not necessarily associated with the linear progression of
technological development. In many cases, technological change is not a linear process and
involves patterns that can be characterised as punctuated equilibria. The concept of technoeconomic paradigms has been derived from non-linear view of technological change.xix
Indeed, innovation by its very nature carries elements of non-linear change mainly because
change results from the introduction of new information in an evolving system. Often such
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introductions result in non-trivial departures from a seemingly non-linear path. Such non-trivial
departures are associated with far-from-equilibrium situations created by the clustering of
technological as well as institutional innovations.xx This aspect of change does not, however,
contradict the cumulative nature of technological development. The point is that such cumulative
change is often influenced by the internal characteristics of the technologies in use as well as
related learning sequences. This cumulative process is often disrupted by at least three factors.
First, the dominant design concepts may be superseded by new technological solutions resulting
in new processes and products. Second, the economic environment may select for other design
concepts and configurations, thereby rendering the dominant ones irrelevant. Third, other social
factors such as environmental regulations may force certain design concepts out of the market
without providing for their immediate replacement. Political pressures make this option less
common unless the technologies are associated with major social liabilities. The more common
scenario is where environmental governance promotes the development of new design concepts
as in the case of substitutes for ozone-depleting substances.
Industrial learning entails a set of sequential steps until such a stage that a particular technological
trajectory of techno-economic paradigm is flung far from equilibrium. "An 'evolutionary'
sequence seems to obtain as far as in-house knowledge generation is concerned. Such sequence
involves search, and learning, in a much more fundamental way than the one presently contained
in the received theory. Product design capabilities, followed by process engineering and
production development skills, seem to develop in a sequential order, absorbing the best part of
one (or even two) decades of company technical history."xxi The existence of rigid sequences
involved in technology development raises concern over the ability of a country or firm to omit
any of the stages. "Seven steps can be identified in the course of adopting an imported
technology. Briefly stated, they are: determining the needs; surveying the alternative technologies
and the alternative supplies; choosing a particular combination of technology and supplier;
absorbing the techniques in their first application in the importing country; disseminating the
techniques throughout the economy; improving upon them; and developing new and superior
techniques through research and development in the importing country itself."xxii
These stages take time and are often repeated because of aborted efforts. Technology
development efforts are then abandoned when one of the stages is not successfully completed.
The successful implementation of any of the stages must be anticipated in the original planning
and its execution provided for in every proceeding stage. Such planning, however, has to take into
account the fact that much of the progress will depend largely on in-situ experimentation and the
accumulation of site-specific knowledge and experience. It is notable that many of the technology
transfer efforts in developing countries, especially in Africa, were designed to produce certain
commodities and not to promote technological development.xxiii As a result, the step-by-step
approach outlined above is often not part of the project implementation process. Equally the issue
of time is often taken for granted when dealing with technological development. In South Korea,
for example, engineering firms took nearly 20 years to emerge from industrial infancy and to
compete in international markets without needing extensive protection.xxiv The removal of
protection does not necessarily mean that a firm has fully mastered technological competence.
Such long time horizons are not unique to the developing countries. It "often takes more than a
decade for an industry to create competitive advantage; the process entails the long upgrading of
human skills, building clusters and penetrating foreign markets. In the case of the Japanese auto
industry . . . companies made their first faltering steps towards exporting in the 1950s yet did not
achieve strong international positions until the 1970s."xxv At the level of product development,
similar time horizons apply. In the pharmaceutical sector, for example, it often takes over a
decade to develop a new drug, with typical capital outlays of hundreds of $US million.
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Another important feature is changing parameters for market entry. Because of the dynamic
nature of the process of technological innovation, entry barriers keep changing and raising the
costs of learning. For example, the price of a state-of-the-art integrated circuit plant was US$0.5
million in 1972 and rose to US$400 million in 1990, making it more difficult for latecomers to
join the field. This change in costs was also accompanied by the growing complexity of the
knowledge base needed to enter the microelectronics race. The complexity of the required
knowledge has become a more critical entry barrier than the financial requirements involved. This
is partly because such knowledge requirements also demand a more sophisticated institutional
set-up at the national level.
Technological learning in thus time-dependent and involves a
series of discrete steps which cannot be easily avoided. In this respect, the main issue is therefore
the ability of a country to facilitate the accumulation of technological capability and build
industrial dynamism. It is this rapid rate of technological development manifested through local
industrial activities or international competitiveness that is the main concern for the poorer
developing countries.
Technological niches
One of the features of technological evolution is the creation of specialised market niches that
utilise variants of dominant technologies or design concepts. Much of reverse engineering is
aimed at understanding the principles behind dominant designs and applying these to the
development of technological variants. This process takes place when certain design concepts
start to dominate the market and show their viability. It is also at this stage that intellectual
property rights are of particular importance because firms find it necessary to use legal and other
means to maintain their leadership in the market. It is also at this stage that interest in knowing
the basic principles behind certain design concepts is highest. Much of the discussion over the
protection of intellectual property rights relates to this stage of technological evolution.
Technology niches are important for a number of reasons. First, they enable the lesser-developed
countries to enter the technology market without being required to move and compete at the
frontier of its development. Niches can therefore be used to buy time and acquire the requisite
technological knowledge without being subjected to the demands of market competition. Second,
market niches can in themselves be a significant activity by developing country firms. In the field
of biotechnology, for example, creating technology niches may be an important way of applying
new techniques to local problems for which there is little interest among multinational
corporations. Third, countries that are explicit about their interest in operating in specific niches
are more likely to benefit from technological co-operation with larger firms in the industrialised
countries. This is mainly because such market niches are unlikely to threaten the major firms but
at the same time provide market information of relevance to the larger corporations. Finally,
technological niches may be in themselves an important step in the sequence of technological
development. For example, those developing countries that have built capacity in certain areas of
tissue culture technology have a greater potential to move into genetic manipulation than those
that start from scratch. In many countries, tissue culture capabilities have been built because of
conservation or quarantine needs but have now been extended to commercial applications.
Technology niches, especially where they are likened directly to production capability building,
may be an important way of acquiring technology. This approach, which would involve working
closely with the private sector, would be more beneficial to the developing countries than to rely
on direct support for basic research in public institutions. The creation of technology niches,
however, will place equally critical demands on the national system of innovation to provide the
necessary support and inputs. Developing countries could use such technology niches, not only to
learn about specific technologies, but also to identify optimal institutional configurations for
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technological development. It is through such niches that the limits and potentials of a country to
promote technological innovation can be tested. The knowledge about institutional organisation
acquired through such a process is vital in the design of other technology development
programmes. Technology niche creation, if effectively carried out, would provide a basis for
future industrial advancement.
III Technological Capabilities
Technological capabilities, firms and networks
The term "technological capabilities" encompasses the wide range of knowledge and skills
required to acquire, assimilate, utilise, adapt, change and create technology. It includes
knowledge on organisational structures and procedures as well as behavioural patterns of workers
and customers. For such capabilities to generate the necessary economic dynamism, they require
certain complementary inputs that include organisational flexibility, finance, quality of human
resources, support services and information management and co-ordination competence. It is the
synergistic relationship between technological and other capabilities that lead to economic
dynamism. It is such interaction that results in catching up or catch-up. One of the most critical
aspects of technological change is its cumulative nature, especially in the form of skills and as
part of the overall human development of a country. This cumulative view implies that prior
capabilities are crucial in determining future rates and directions of technical change. "Previous
capital is needed to produce new capital, previous knowledge is needed to absorb new
knowledge, skills must be available to acquire new skills and a certain level of development is
required to create the agglomeration economies that make development possible."xxvi
The main locus of the accumulation of technological capacity is the firm. "Below the level of the
state, the agent of expansion in all late-industrialising countries is the modern industrial
enterprise."xxvii One of the main reasons why firms are the locus of technological accumulation is
that they need to build the necessary capability to maintain their competitiveness. Firms, for
example, will provide the training necessary to enable them to absorb the available technology
and to maintain their competitiveness. Firms are in a better position to determine their training
needs than public institutions. In this regard, firms serve as a more suitable locus for the
acquisition of imported technology than public enterprises. In the past, firms were viewed in the
economics literature as discrete entities operating in isolation and preoccupied mainly with
making choices between a set of constraints to meet their profit maximisation objectives. The
challenge was seen mainly in the context of getting prices right. This static view of the firm also
assumes that technological development is exogenous to the process of economic growth.
Technological options are presumed to exist on a shelf and can be acquired easily provided that a
firm can determine its factor endowments and make the relevant choices. Countries with
abundant cheap labour, for example, need not invest in capital-intensive technologies. This view
of the firm, fortunately, is losing ground and giving way to more dynamic approaches to the role
of technology in the economy.
Management literature, however, treats firms as "complex organisms, but with management
having considerable discretionary authority over broad firm policies."xxviii This provides a
relatively dynamic view of the firm. In recent studies, especially by evolutionary economists, the
firm is viewed as the locus of the accumulation of technological capabilities necessary for
competition. "Indeed most students of technical change . . . [see] technical advance as the most
important problem over the long run, and in seeing the process of technical advance as an
evolutionary one, with many new departures competing with each other and prevailing practice,
with winners and losers determined in actual context."xxix It is therefore through the firm that the
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competitive advantage of a nation is asserted. It is also through the firm that meaningful
approaches to the accumulation of technological capability can be undertaken. It is not, however,
sufficient to view firms in the narrow context of organisms with organisational and technological
capabilities. Firms operate as organisms in a "market ecology" in which they are linked through
the exchange of information, knowledge, finance, materials, personnel, equipment and ownership.
The ability for a firm to accumulate technological capability is influenced greatly by its exchange
relationships with other actors. Firms operate in a complex industrial network marked by
competition and co-operation.xxx The innovative capabilities of firms may be limited by the extent
to which they participate in trading and knowledge networks. The main reason for this is that
innovation is an interactive process involving the recombination and validation of a wide range of
pieces of information.xxxi
Innovation is also a social process resulting from informal and formal communication networks.
"Such networks are social facts; they provide the channels over which information moves. Some
of them are long-lived, serve as organised command and control systems, and are coterminous
with formal organisations . . . But many are not. They may be highly informal and evanescent . . .
Some networks serve not as the control systems of organisations but rather to interconnect
organisations and individuals."xxxii In the absence of increased networking between enterprises
and knowledge bodies, technological catch-up would be unlikely. Enterprises are increasingly
becoming knowledge-intensive agencies; their existence involves the effective acquisition,
accumulation and use of knowledge for competitiveness. The emergence and growth of the
private sector in itself extends the complexity of knowledge networks, which in turn, creates a
knowledge base for the emergence of new enterprises. There is therefore a co-evolutionary
process between the emergence of firms and the growth in the complexity of knowledge
networks. Industrial networks tend to co-evolve with the overall growth of an industrial sector or
through the emergence of industrial districts. An industrial district has been defined as a
productive system characterised by a large number of enterprises involved in producing a
homogenous product. A large proportion of these firms is small or very small.xxxiii An industrial
district is different from an industrial estate or export processing zone in that firms in such a
district are linked to each other in an organic manner and form a complex network of innovative
relationship. Industrial districts are not planned, but they are self-organising and quasispontaneous. "Innovativeness and adaptability are hallmarks of industrial districts; flexible
productive networks mean that the enterprise can satisfy rapidly increasing demand."xxxiv
One of the main aspects of the innovativeness of industrial districts in the cultural and social
integration that makes it a technological community. This integration facilitates the flow of
information that is vital to the process of innovation. Such integration is also linked to the
emergence of flexible specialisation that is essential for rapid response to changing market
conditions. The footwear industry in Agra (India), for example, has been slow to respond to
market changes because of the lack of effective communication between the high caste (involved
in international trade) and the lower caste (working as artisanal shoemakers).xxxv Many of the
characteristics of industrial districts are shared with the informal sector in the developing
countries.xxxvi But unlike industrial districts, these sectors are often a means of survival under
conditions of limited economic opportunity and low levels of technological innovation. But with
the emergence of the relevant institutional support systems and the provision of infrastructure, it
is possible to provide conditions that would facilitate the transformation of the informal sector
into innovative industrial districts.
Attempts to merely bring the firms together without looking at the intricate networking
arrangements that promote innovation are likely to fail. For example, the garment export industry
of Okhla in South Delhi has exhibited little technological innovation despite the agglomeration of
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1,500 firms. "Most firms in the cluster show little sign of technological change. The main
competitive strength of the firms is not their ability to innovate, but the possibility of using lowcost labour."xxxvii This is the case partly because the garment industry is based on mature
technologies and the competitive edge is determined by the price of labour. Technological
innovations such as motorising sewing machines will also be limited by levels of investment as a
proportion of installed machinery. Where such proportions are large, as in the case of sewing
technologies, it does not pay to innovate unless competitors are installing more efficient
technologies. It is clear from this case that technological innovation is influenced by the
convergence of economic, social and technological factors in an evolutionary manner. There
would be no reason to innovate unless there was an evolutionary strategy to respond to both
internal and external factors.
Incremental innovation and industrial learning
Much of the discussion on technology transfer has focused on the importation of new
technologies. This has led to arguments that place excessive emphasis on issues such as
intellectual property protection and international financial flows. While these issues are
important, it is vital to stress the value of incremental technological innovations, especially at
firm level, in the overall technological development of a country. Studies on industry in the NICs
show that much of what constitutes industrial dynamism is a result of cumulative technological
innovations introduced at the enterprise level. Such innovations are critical in the field of energy
conservation where retrofitting and adjustments in energy use can result in more immediate
savings than the installation of new equipment. Variations in the intensity of energy use indicate
where possibilities for incremental technical innovations to improve energy efficiency may lie.
Over the 1970-90 period, energy intensity (or energy use per unit of GDP) declined by 29% in the
industrialised countries while it rose by 30% in the developing countries.
Such innovations need to be distinguished from "radical" or "major" innovations, which are often
associated with the introduction of new capital goods. Incremental technical innovations are
introduced during the regular operations of plants and their cumulative effect over time may be
more important than introducing new equipment. Such innovations could play an important role,
not only in improving energy efficiency, but also in re-designing plants so that they use
alternative raw materials or reduce emissions of harmful gases. Incremental innovations are
often associated with technological capacity building at firm level and emerge from training
programmes as well as organisational change. Incremental technical change results from
conscious policy efforts to enhance the capacity of workers to improve their performance as well
as the efficiency and output of equipment. This process is slow and cumulative because firms
cannot build technological and managerial competence that tend to co-evolve. Firm-level learning
is often slowed down because of unbalanced growth between technology and management.
Changes in technology may require adjustments in management systems which takes time.
Given the central role of firms in incremental innovation, on-the-job-training is an important
aspect of the accumulation of technological capacity. The ability of firms to undertake such
innovative activities depends on the external market environment and the incentives provided for
such activities. In Kenya, for examples, firms tend to undertake incremental innovation when
faced foreign exchange constraints and cannot easily import spare parts. National policies that
assist on-the-job-training and provide incentives for related activities would facilitate the rate at
which technological capability is accumulated. Unfortunately, government-industry relations are
generally poor and are limited to regulatory controls in most developing countries. The rapid
accumulation of technological capability at firm-level will require major changes in the way
government and industry intact. Responding to market signals alone, especially under conditions
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that allow firms to pass on higher production costs to the consumers, will not be sufficient in
promoting technological innovation in enterprises. Neither will they assist in forging closer
relations between firms and research institutions.
III Sources Of Technological Catch-Up
Policy environment and institutional setting
One of the key aspects of technological catch-up is the overall national policy towards
technology, the institutional setting in the particular country and how the policies are
implemented. The relationship between public policy and technological dynamism is starting to
attract attention, especially in light of evidence from South Asia. Previously, Japanese
experiences had indicated alternative policy approaches but had been ignored or dismissed on the
account that Japan was unique and offered little that could be emulated by the developing
countries. More recent studies, however, have shown that the Japanese experiences were applied
successfully in a number of South Asian countries. One of the central policy features of the
Japanese model and other South Asian countries has been the promotion of shared growth.
Conventional economic models have tended to suggest that rapid economic growth could not be
achieved under conditions of shared growth. In other cases it has been argued that growth
programmes needed to be pursued first before wealth redistribution could be effected. The South
Asian experiences show that shared growth was possible and rapid capital formation including
the accumulation of technological capability was essential. "To ensure that its population supports
development, the benefits of growth should be widely spread. The more equally such benefits are
diffused, the longer will support in favour of development last."xxxviii
This overall policy framework was critical in providing for a growth-oriented development
strategy that placed emphasis on capital formation in general and the accumulation of
technological capacity in particular. In addition to gaining legitimacy through shared growth,
South Asian governments created a cadre of economic technocrats whose operations were
insulated from political pressures to a substantial extent. This insulation involved "the ability of
economic technocrats to formulate and implement policies in keeping with politically formulated
national goals with a minimum of lobbying for special favours from politicians and interest
groups."xxxix The technocrats were not only able to carry through specific plans and programmes,
but they also had the space to experiment with new ideas and maintain flexibility in their
operations. It is through such insulation of the technocrats that vested interested can be prevented
from undermining new policy initiatives. Under a wealth-sharing system, the costs of lobbying
are relatively high and the return low. This reduces the need for those with partisan interests to
interfere with the policy process. The insulation of the technocrats was accompanied by increased
competence and integrity in the civil service. Such changes may require major governmental
efforts to reduce social problems such a corruption while at the same time encouraging
reciprocity between the government and the business community.xl It calls for innovative
approaches to the relationships between the government and other sectors of society; it is
essentially an issue of governance.
A key aspect of technological development is the creation of institutions and institutional
arrangements that facilitate the process. Institutions that search for technology, carry out
assessments, undertake evaluations and perform policy analysis are essential for promoting rapid
accumulation of technology capability. The presence of such institutions is not enough unless
accompanied by measures that promote their interaction and co-operation. Consultative processes
are essential in promoting the flow of information, building consensus and arriving at collective
decision-makingxli. At a technical level, institutional co-operation is an essential aspect of the
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national systems of innovation. The final aspect of the public policy is the manner in which the
state "intervenes with subsidies deliberately to distort relative prices in order to stimulate
economic activity. This was as true in Korea, Japan, and Taiwan as it was in Brazil, India, and
Turkey. In Korea, Japan, and Taiwan, however, the state exercised discipline over subsidy
recipients. In exchange for subsidies, the state imposed performance standards on private firms.
Subsidies were not give-aways, but instead were dispensed on the principle of reciprocity."xlii The
management of such reciprocity requires a professional and technically competent civil service in
general, and a sophisticated and responsive scheme of governance in particular. In the absence of
a technically competent civil service and responsive governance, it is not possible to maintain the
discipline needed to carry through with long-term programmes such as industrialisation.
Investing in human capital
The role of human resource development in economic development is starting to receive careful
attention. Education, which is central to the process of development, is gradually being
recognised as a critical aspect of economic transformation in general and the accumulation of
technological capability in particular.xliii Evidence from the developing countries is showing a
close relationship between investment in education and overall economic transformation. This
relationship had previously been documented in sectors such as agriculture but it is now being
recognised to be central to the overall process of development. "Development is all its forms
economic, social, and cultural will depend increasingly on knowledge-based industries,
agriculture, and services. Education is a key to development that knowledge and the sense of
personal efficacy needed to adjust to rapid change."xliv The educational needs of countries differ
depending on their level of development. While the industrialised countries are reforming their
educational systems to provide for greater training in technical subjects, poor countries are
focussing on primary education, especially for girls, as a central aspect of human development.xlv
Evidence from the South Asian countries suggests that those countries that invest in primary
education have a greater chance of improving their economic performance than the ones that
invest less in this sub-sector. By 1965 Hong Kong, Korea, and Singapore had achieved universal
primary education and Indonesia with its large population had primary enrolment of 70%.
Investment per pupil is also high in these countries. For example, Korea's real expenditures per
pupil rose by 355% over the 1970-89 period. The increase in Kenya was only 38% over the same
period. Children in South East Asian perform better than children in other developing countries in
standardised tests of cognitive skills.xlvi On the whole, education policies in South Asian countries
were designed to facilitate the acquisition, assimilation and mastery of technology.
In most developing countries, however, there is no direct link between education policies and
technological development. Education is designed generally for providing basic knowledge in the
hope that such knowledge will enable individuals to deal with the real world. An education policy
that puts emphasis on technical subjects is the most effective way of laying the foundation for
rapid development of human capital in general and technological advancement in particular.
While primary education is essential, there is also the danger that these countries may ignore the
importance of higher education, especially when it comes to mastering science-intensive
technologies. The overall prospects for catch-up will depend largely on how countries balance
between primary education for all and higher education with emphasis on strategic subjects. It is
unlikely, for example that developing countries will effectively participate in the biotechnology
market unless they build considerable fundamental knowledge in fields such as molecular
biology, biochemistry and genetics. The creation of the requisite capacity in such fields will be
critical to the ability of the developing countries to make significant and sustained advances in
emerging fields such as biotechnology.xlvii
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For effective technological advancement, developing countries will need to devote much of their
energy to technical tertiary education. Emphasis should be given to natural science, mathematics,
information technology, and engineering. In Singapore, for example, over 50% of tertiary level
students are in these fields; the shares are 39% for Taiwan and 36% for Hong Kong. In Korea,
there are 50 scientists and technical personnel for every 1,000 people, compared with an average
of less than 10 in the developing world. Such numbers are not in themselves important except in
the context of their application in industrial development. Training programmes in these countries
are linked to the specific needs of industry. In addition, on-the-job-training is an important part of
the creation of technical competence. Investment in education is costly for most developing
countries. In Kenya, for example, over 35% of national recurrent expenditure is devoted to
education. This level of expenditure may not leave much funding for research. One of the
incentives that could be provided for countries that invest heavily in education could be to
supplement their budgets for specialised research and development programmes. Educational
levels, therefore, could be used as an indicator of future possibilities for catch-up and additional
support for technology development would be a strategic investment.
National systems of innovation and knowledge networks
The emergence of firms and industrial advance support institutions form part of the national
system of innovation. These systems, which evolve over time, provide the context in which
knowledge is created, transmitted and embodied into products and processes. The robustness and
diversity of a national innovation system is an indicator of the ability of a country to facilitate the
accumulation of technological capability. "Generally . . . diversity affects innovation because it
affects technical, organisational and institutional learning and contributes to the knowledge base
of the economy . . . . Diminishing this diversity means destroying parts of the economy's stock of
knowledge and reducing the number of technical options. It also means decreased possibilities for
communication and interaction between different kinds of skills, knowledge, and competence
and, and thus, reducing learning possibilities."xlviii In essence, the competitiveness of a country is
to a large extent determined by its institutional diversity and interactions. Countries often
formulate policies to promote technological innovation in certain fields such as microelectronics
and biotechnology. The impact of such policies is often the creation of "technological
communities" which are linked through competition and co-operation. Such technological
communities and related institutional arrangements become the central locus for the generation of
innovations. Technological advance is therefore understood as "proceeding through the work of a
community of actors."xlix
One of the main features of the developing countries has been the heavy involvement of the
public sector in industrial development at the expense of private enterprises. "The failure to
recognise the firm as the central player in the accumulation of technology has been a major
shortcoming of technology policy."l Firms are not simply commercial entities but important nodes
in the global knowledge system. They are also the institutional locus in which industrial learning
takes place. Firms not only emerge from the accumulation of technological capabilities, but they
influence the rate and direction of accumulation. Policies that ignore the central role of firms in
industrial learning are not likely to be effective in promoting the rapid accumulation of
technological capability. The failure to recognise the role of firms has resulted in the poor
recognition of firms as important agents in the transfer of technology. The central role of firms in
technological development provides a basis upon which to assess the role of foreign direct
investment in industrial development.li
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International trade and foreign investment
International trade policies have had a variety of impacts on technological development. It
appears that technological development has been faster in countries, which have linked
international trade to industrial advancement. Countries such as South Korea have had a strong
outward policy while maintaining regulatory controls over direct foreign investment and foreign
technology licensing. India, on the other hand, protected local industries, provided only limited
export incentives and restricted the importation of foreign technology. The overall impact was a
slow pace of technological transformation. Singapore, on the other hand, has maintain an open
policy for both technology and capital imports. The result has been a dynamic export market
dominated by foreign firms. The changing policy environment in most developing countries,
especially in relation to economic liberalisation measures, will make it difficult for them to use
regulatory controls to shape the direction of technological innovation. Market incentives will
continue to play an important role in promoting technological innovation. Although instruments
such as subsidies for technological innovation are unpopular, it is obvious that other forms of
state intervention will need to be devised to promote technological innovation in the poorer
developing countries. Such intervention measures will need to be more closely linked to trade
liberalisation measures.
Also related to the issue of international trade is the role of direct foreign investment in
technological development. There is ample evidence that foreign investment is a most important
vehicle for technology transfer. It is through such investment that the technological landscape of
most NICs has been transformed.lii But the ability of the countries to derive maximum benefits
from direct foreign investment is dependent on the available human capital. In Korea, for
example, the technical sophistication of the labour force and the commitment of the government
to industrialisation enabled the country to extract other conditions which ensured faster and more
effective acquisition of technology. The main conditions included large-scale training
programmes, which facilitated the transfer of tacit knowledge from foreign experts to nationals.
This enabled the country to systematically replace expatriates with qualified Koreans. But in
many developing countries, training has not been organised as a strategic measure to enhance
national technological capability. Although foreign firms are normally required to train nationals,
there is little monitoring of this process to ensure that the requirements are met. International
trade in technology, especially through foreign investment, provides opportunities for creating
strategic alliances between foreign and domestic firms. Such alliances could be an important
source of research co-operation as well as technology development. There is, however, the view
that such alliances could restrict the flow of technology. It is feared that strategic alliances may
create monopolies, which restrict trade in technology and the flow of scientific knowledge into
the public domain, especially where basic research is carried out through such alliances. The
critical point here is that alliances between firms in the industrialised and developing countries
can be designed in such a way that they promote technological development in the host country.
IV Entry Points
Technological maturity and late entry
The rapid rate of technological innovation in the industrialised countries is reducing the time that
mature technologies stay on the market. This process of de-maturation erodes much of the prior
technological competence built by firms in the developing countries and makes it difficult for
them to accumulate the technological capability needed for catching up. In other words, the
imitation efforts of many countries are not rapid enough to enable them to close the technological
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gaps created by new innovations. The use of knowledge that is already in the public domain may
not be a suitable way to facilitate catching up or catch-up. Relatively recent technological
knowledge, however, may not be easily accessible to the poorer developing countries because of
cost and other restrictions such as intellectual property protection. Another important aspect of
technological innovation is that products and processes are becoming more sophisticated thereby
complicating industrial learning. For example, technologies which previously relied entirely on
mechanical parts now contain microelectronic components. The use of reverse engineering is
such situations is limited by the ability of the importing countries to acquire competence in the
field of microelectronics.
One way of the using mature technologies as a basis for building technological capability is to
link production more closely with educational processes. This will ensure that a large section of
the population is able to acquire practical skills and basic knowledge that can be used widely in
society, especially in small and medium-scale enterprises.liii Unfortunately, most poorer
developing countries have not recognised the fact that industrialisation is a learning process
which requires approaches that are specific to the prevailing conditions in the country. The need
for economic transformation requires that new approaches to industrial learning be put in place in
light of the changing patterns of technological innovation. Other factors such as quality
requirements in international trade militate against the use of mature technologies for catching up.
The pressure to diversify products and meet new quality and environmental standards will require
that the developing countries upgrade their productive capability. Those able to do so will be
forced onto the catching up path while others will fall by the wayside. In some countries,
especially in Africa, the pressure to export is already putting pressure of firms to raise product
quality in order to remain in the international market.liv
Early entry
For countries with the requisite technological competence, early entry into the technology market
is the most viable option for technological catch-up. In the early stages of the emergence of new
techno-economic paradigms, entry barriers are relatively low and information is more easily
accessible. Developments in biotechnology are currently at this stage. Countries with basic
competence is related disciplines can easily enter the field. However, this stage is also risky. As
design concepts start to stabilise and products reach the market, the market tends to concentrate,
favouring large-scale manufacturers or highly innovative firms. This is where most developing
countries fail. Much of the knowledge "required to enter a technology system in its early phase is
in fact public knowledge available at universities. Many of the skills required must be invented in
practice. It is only as the system evolves that it generates the new knowledge and skills which
become increasingly of a private nature and are not willingly sold to competitors anywhere. With
time, as . . . the system approaches maturity, and again both the knowledge and the skills tend to
become public or are willingly sold at a price."lv
Developing countries with the relevant human capital base are always presented with new
windows of opportunity for entering new technological systems. But doing so requires other skills
such as the capacity to monitor international trends, formulate long-term strategies and determine
the locational as well as infrastructure advantages of the country. Most African countries, for
example, do not have the capacity or the requisite institutional arrangements for monitoring
technological advantages. Planning efforts are usually of a short-term nature and therefore unable
to accommodate technological requirements for long-term growth. In more recent years, most
countries have been forced to adopt short-term planning strategies to enable them to implement
macro-economic stabilisation programmes. However, the challenge now is to put in place longterm structural adjustment programmes which are based on industrial transformation.
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Path-dependence and technological niches
Early entry into a technological system carried with it the risk of being on a doomed path or
technological dead-end. It is not possible to predict the future direction of technological change.
However, historical studies have shown that technological change occurs in an evolutionary
fashion, generating a wide range of technological options which are shaped and in turn shape the
character of the market. It has been argued that the "stock of technological available at any time
can only be understood by a systematic examination of the earlier history out of which it
emerged."lvi And the "future growth in knowledge can only be understood within the context of
the particular sequence of events which constitute the history of the system." Technological
evolution, like other forms of evolution, is path-dependent. A path-dependent sequence of events
is one in major future outcomes can be influenced by remote, trivial or chance events at moments
that do not necessarily seem significant.lvii In the early stages of technological development, a
wide range of innovation pathways are usually open and it is often difficult which one will
emerge as the winner. In the area of photovoltaic technology, for example, the range of materials
for making cells have been the key determining factor. "If one technology gains an advantage
over its competitors, there are strong incentives for resources to be drawn away from trying to
advance its rivals, since major advances may be needed to make them competitive. And once
resources come to be largely focused on the leader, further improvements may soon make it and
its further development the only economic way to proceed because competing designs are left so
far behind."lviii
When products based on dominant designs reach the market, they create their own supporting set
of institutional mechanisms which influence other related technological development. Operating
standards may be established in line with the dominant designs, which makes it difficult for new
designs to diffuse. In addition to standards, marketing and servicing networks and related
competence emerge to which the buyers get "locked in". This "lock-in" effect means that it may
be difficult for developing countries to enter the technology market during period of rapid
diffusion when the winners are shaping the new technological trajectory. Windows of opportunity
tend to close at this stage unless a country has the technological competence to develop variants
of the dominant designs which do not violate the intellectual property rights of the original
designers. "[A]fter a dominant design becomes established, firms that do not produce a variant of
it tend to drop out of the industry, or into small niche markets. With product design more
stabilised, learning by incumbent firms become more cumulative, and potential entrants are
increasingly at a disadvantage."lix
The idea of settling into market niches may be of relevance to the developing countries because
they accord an opportunity for learning. In the case of biotechnology, for example, this trend is
already emerging. Many developing countries are acquiring the technology and applying it to
limited areas of national interest. They are not planning to enter mass markets. Biotechnology,
though, lends itself to such niche applications because of its problem-specific nature.lx The scope
for exploiting market niches to facilitate industrial learning needs to be given greater attention.
Firms in specialised fields could be supported to acquire certain technologies and diffuse them in
the economy and to build the requisite knowledge for future technological development. This
approach would be superior to the notion of science parks which have little linkage with the
productive sector.
V Conclusion
This paper has reviewed the main issues related to the concept of "technological catch-up" which
is understood to mean the rapid accumulation of technological capacity to levels which enable a
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country to become a technological leader or competitor with the leading countries. Technological
catch-up may also involve the use of advanced technologies to deliver new products and services
that do not necessarily compete with those developed in the industrialised countries. Many of the
products of biotechnology, for example, may be relevant to certain locales and of little interest to
the major firms. Their technological requirements, however, may be just as high as those for the
products of the leading firms. The paper has shown that there are three points of entry into the
game of technological competition. The first relates to the accumulation of basic technological
competence in society. This is related to human capital formation. A country without the requisite
technical competence is unlikely to make sustained advances in technological development. The
second issue is the ability of a country to make an early entry into a particular technological
system. This step can only be achieved where the first one has been accomplished. The last issue
is the potential for a country to occupy particular technological niches as part of a strategy for
industrial learning. With the widening range of technological trajectories and systems, the
opportunities for the developing adopting any of the three strategies or combinations thereof are
relatively high.
What can the international community do to speed the process along? It is the view of this paper
that the aim must be one of helping the developing world to help itself through appropriate forms
of capacity building. Part of this must clearly be in the area of education and this effectively
means radical help for university and related systems in many parts of the Third World. However,
it is important to stress that such help is not reducible to formal training, laboratory equipment
and related resources on their own. This has tended to be the accepted solution in the past but it
does not help to create viable national systems of innovation. In other words it does not in and of
itself create the connectivity and institutional reform necessary to link education and research
directly to poverty reduction and sustainable development. For that to happen, we believe, aid
programmes should focus more on building up links with Northern institutions, many of whom
have been struggling themselves in recent years to integrate better into sustainable development.
There are many examples of such organic linkages that have appeared in recent yearslxi (usually
with much success) but with few exceptions donor agencies have not made such “learning
relationships” an integral part of their aid policies.
At the same time, however, the process of catch-up is a manifestation of the degree to which a
country exhibits the political will to organise itself to facilitate industrial learning; it is
fundamentally an institutional question. Unfortunately, there is still little known about the way
nations learn. A more detailed assessment of national innovation systems may give us an idea of
why some countries learn faster than others. The rate at which technological communities and the
associated novel institutional formations emerge may be an indicator of the potential for rapid
industrial development. Such communities, however, can only be effective at achieving their
goals if they participate in the global knowledge networks. But many of them are not, or are often
blinded by nationalistic prejudices and are therefore suffer from the self-induced "lock-out"
effect. Nevertheless it is the view of this paper that possibilities are certainly present. To change
these possibilities to reality, however, means imaginative action on the part of (national and
international) political and scientific elites. It remains to be seen what will happen.
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